
You, your kitchen

IVP



Hygiene

Flexibilty

Heavy Duty

Power

Innovation

Energy Efficiency

User Friendliness

Service Friendliness

Invisible
Value
Points



IVP
Ambach Joining System 2.0

Innovative fork junction for easy 

connection and separation.



IVP
Ambach Joining System 2.0

Seamless, compleatly waterproof 

junction.

Modularity with maximum hygiene.



IVP
One Piece Hygienic Tops

The complete range can be supplied a 

3mm one piece hygienic top.

Bespoke cooking suites with a one piece 

hygienic top.



IVP
One Piece Hygienic Tops

3mm One Piece Top reinforced with 

CNS Omega profiles with a thickness 

up to 6mm.



IVP
H3 Hygienic Cabinets

Open base cabinets, warm cabinets 

and ovens are hygiene Standard H3.

Hygienic and  easy to clean.



IVP
Flexibility

Integrating appliances from 

others.



IVP

Flexible Heavy Duty Frame Construction

Flexible frame system.

Upper and lower frames can be 

combined as you please.



IVP

Heavy Duty Frame Construction

Complete stainless steel frame up to

4mm.

High quality materials



Induction

Induction models with a flush 

cooking surface and two 

different power control 

options.

Easy to use with a precise 

power

IVP



Gas Burners

Welded in deep drawn well 

with round corners for easy 

cleaning.

Drain option

Waterproof burners

IVP



Solid tops

Seamless flush cooking surface 

with deep drawn work tops 

and large spillage channels. 

Four cooking zones with 

independent controls.

IVP



Electric Deep Fat Fryers

Deep drawn tank with a sturdy 

heating element.

High efficiency and easy to clean

IVP



Electric Grill

with cast iron grids

Cast iron grids sitting directly on the 

heating elements.

Perfect heat transfer and protection 

of the heating elements.
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Electric Grill

with cast iron grids

Tiltable heating elements. Basin can 

be filled with water. Drain in the 

cabinet underneath.
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Electric Grill

with cast iron grids

Tiltable heating elements. Basin can 

be filled with water. Drain in the 

cabinet underneath.

IVP



Electric Plancha

Compound surface

Flush with work top 

Big stainless steel grease collecting 

pan
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Electric Griddles

Compound, ribbed and smooth 

griddles.

Plate with integrated splash guard or 

recessed plate welded into the top. 

Big stainless steel grease collecting 

pan.

IVP



IVP

Power

Thermoblock heating system for 

bratt-pans and griddles



IVP

Gas griddles

High power and efficient tubular 
burners. 



Service friendly

Servicing is easier and faster with 

Ambach‘s “Easy access” control 

panel system.

All appliances can be serviced from 

the front.

IVP
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Innovation

Multifunctional High productivity bratt-

pans,GN kettles with steam generator, 

tilting pressure bratt pans and automatic 

deep fat fryers.

We invest in innovation..



IVP
Innovation

Remote control

Integrated marble

Smooth shapes



Making the investment 
needed to develop our business 

and brand, 
to provide our partners the 

best and most profitable
cooking solution 

the world over. 

You, your kitchen


